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Abstract
Relying on results of Hopkins–Morel, we show that, for X a quasi-projective variety over a field of
characteristic zero, the canonical map Ωn(X)→ MGL′2n,n(X) is an isomorphism.
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In what follows, k will be a fixed base-field of characteristic zero. We let Sm/k denote the
category of smooth, quasi-projective varieties over k, and SH(k) the Morel–Voevodsky motivic
stable homotopy category (see [4,10]). We denote the classical stable homotopy category by SH.
Voevodsky [10] has defined the bi-graded cohomology theory MGL∗,∗ on Sm/k as the theory
represented by the algebraic Thom complex MGL ∈ SH(k). This in turn is the T -spectrum
constructed as the algebraic analog of the classical Thom complex MU ∈ SH, replacing BUn
with BGLn and the Thom space of the universal Cn-bundle En → BUn with the Thom space of
the universal rank n vector bundle over BGLn.
Besides the definition of complex cobordism via stable homotopy theory, one can also de-
scribe MU∗(X) as cobordism classes of C-oriented proper maps. As an algebraic version of
this construction, we have defined with F. Morel the theory X → Ω∗(X), also called algebraic
cobordism, and have shown that Ω∗ is the universal oriented cohomology theory on Sm/k,
in the sense of [3, Definition 5.1.3]. This universal property gives us a natural transformation of
functors on Sm/k:
ϑMGL(X) :Ω∗(X)→ MGL2∗,∗(X).
As remarked in the introduction to [3], Hopkins–Morel have constructed a spectral sequence
E
p,q
2 (n)=Hp−q,n−q(F )⊗ Lq ⇒ MGLp+q,n(F ),
where L∗ is the Lazard ring, i.e., the coefficient ring for the universal rank one commutative
formal group law. Using this spectral sequence, it is easy to show that ϑMGL(k) is surjective.
Choosing an embedding σ : k → C, gives the natural transformation
ϑMU,σ (X) :Ω∗(X)→ MU2∗(X(C))
and the commutative diagram
Ω∗(X)
ϑMGL(X)
ϑMU,σ
MGL2∗,∗(X)
Reσ (X)
MU2∗(X(C))
As ϑMU,σ (k) is an isomorphism (see [3, Theorem 1.2.7]), this shows that ϑMGL(k) is an iso-
morphism as well. The purpose of this paper is to extend this to show that ϑMGL(X) is an
isomorphism for all X ∈ Sm/k.
In fact, we prove more. In [2], we have shown how one can extend MGL∗,∗ to a bi-graded
oriented duality theory (MGL′∗,∗,MGL∗,∗) on quasi-projective k-schemes, Schk , and how ϑMGL
extends to a natural transformation
ϑMGL′ :Ω∗ → MGL′ .2∗,∗
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Schk , as described in [3]. Our main result in this paper is that ϑMGL′(X) is an isomorphism for
all X ∈ Schk .
We review the underlying foundations of motivic homotopy theory in Section 1, recall the
construction of MGL-theory and its extension to a Borel–Moore homology theory in Section 2
and discuss the geometric theory Ω∗ and its relation to MGL-theory in Section 3, stating our
main result in Theorem 3.1. The next three sections deal with the proof of Theorem 3.1. In
Section 4, we use the Hopkins–Morel spectral sequence to get generators for MGL2n,n(F ) and
MGL2n−1,n(F ), for F a finitely generated field over k. As outlined above, this proves the result
for X = SpecF . In Section 5, we look at the localization boundary map
∂ : MGL′2n+1,n
(
k(X)
)→ lim−→
W⊂X
MGL′2n,n(W)
and give a formula for ∂ in terms of the divisor classes defined in [3]. Combining this information
with the right-exact localization sequence for Ω∗ gives a proof of the main theorem by using
induction on the dimension of X.
Although the existence of the Hopkins–Morel spectral sequence has been announced some
time ago, and its construction has been described in lectures (e.g., lectures of M. Hopkins at
Harvard in the Spring of 2006), the details of the construction have not yet been published. The
cautious reader may therefore want to consider the results of this paper as conditional, relying on
the existence of the Hopkins–Morel spectral sequence.
1. Motivic homotopy theory
We begin by recalling some basic notions in the Morel–Voevodsky motivic stable homotopy
category SH(k); we refer the reader to [4,10] for details. One starts with the category Spc(k)
of spaces over k, this being the category of presheaves of simplicial sets on Sm/k. The pointed
version, Spc•(k) is the category of presheaves of pointed simplicial sets on Sm/k.
The standard operations on simplicial sets, e.g., products A×C B , co-products A∪C B , quo-
tients A/B := A∪B pt , etc., are all inherited by Spc(k), by operating on the values of the given
presheaves. In particular, one has wedge product and pointed union in Spc•(k). In addition, the
internal Hom in simplicial sets
Hom(A,B)(n) := HomSpc
(
A×n,B)
gives rise to an internal Hom in Spc(k); we have pointed versions as well.
Letting Spc denote the category of simplicial sets (and Spc• pointed simplicial sets), tak-
ing the constant presheaf gives functors Spc → Spc(k), Spc• → Spc•(k). We also have the
fully faithful functor Sm/k → Spc(k), taking X ∈ Sm/k to the representable presheaf (of sets)
HomSm/k(−,X), where we identify a set S with the constant simplicial set n → S. Similarly,
given X ∈ Sm/k and a k-point x ∈ X, we may consider the pointed scheme (X,x) as an object
in Spc•(k).
Example 1.1. The simplicial suspension operator Σs : Spc•(k) → Spc•(k) is ΣsW := S1 ∧W .
Similarly, define ΣgmW := Gm ∧W , where Gm := A1 \ {0}, pointed by 1.
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Sa,b :=Σa−bs ΣbgmS0.
We have as well the T -suspension operator
ΣTW :=
(
A
1/
(
A
1 \ {0}))∧W.
The unstable motivic homotopy category H(k) is formed from Spc(k) by a two-step local-
ization process. First, one introduces the Nisnevich topology. Given A ∈ Spc(k), and x ∈ X ∈
Sm/k, one has the stalk of A at x,
Ax := lim−→
x∈U→X
A(U)
as x ∈ U → X runs over all Nisnevich neighborhoods of x in X, i.e., over all étale maps
f : U → X together with a lifting of the inclusion x → X to x → U . Declare a map f : A → B
in Spc(k) to be a Nisnevich local weak equivalence if for each x ∈ X ∈ Sm/k, the map of
simplicial sets fx : Ax → Bx induces an isomorphism on π0 and on all homotopy groups
πn(Ax, q) → πn(Bx,fx(q)), n  1. Inverting all Nisnevich local weak equivalences forms the
category HNis(k).
Next, one defines an object Z of HNis(k) to be A1-local if, for all X ∈ Sm/k, and all n 0,
the map
p∗ : HomHNis(k)
(
Σns X+,Z
)→ Hom(Σns X × A1+,Z)
is an isomorphism in HNis(k). A morphism f :A→ B in HNis(k) is an A1-weak equivalence if
p∗ : HomHNis(k)
(
Σns B+,Z
)→: HomHNis(k)(Σns A+,Z)
is an isomorphism for all A1-local Z and all n  0. Inverting all the A1-weak equivalences in
HNis(k) gives us the category H(k). The same construction in the pointed setting gives us the
pointed version H•(k).
Remark 1.2. In H•(k), we have isomorphisms
(
P
1,∞)∼= A1/(A1 \ {0})∼= S1 ∧ Gm = S2,1.
Thus, the T -suspension operator ΣT is isomorphic (in H(k)) to P1 ∧ −.
For each object A in H•(k) we have the bi-graded A1 homotopy sheaves πA1a,b(A), defined
(for a  b 0) as the Nisnevich sheafification of the presheaf
U → HomH•(k)
(
U+ ∧ Sa,b,A
)
.
We now pass to the stable theory. The motivic stable homotopy category over k, SH(k), is
defined as a localization of the category Spt(k) of T -spectra: objects in Spt(k) are sequences
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En ∈ Spc•(k), together with bonding maps
	n :En ∧ T →En+1.
A morphism f : E → E′ is a sequence of maps fn : En → E′n in Spc(k) that commute with the
respective bonding maps.
The construction of Spt(k) and SH(k) models that of the category of spectra, Spt and the
classical stable homotopy category SH:
1. The category of spectra, Spt, is the category with objects sequences of pointed simplicial
sets, (E0,E1, . . .), together with bonding maps En ∧ S1 →En+1, where a morphism E →E′ is
given by a sequence of maps En →E′n commuting with the bonding maps.
Sending a pointed simplicial set S ∈ Spc• to
Σ∞S := (S,S ∧ S1, S ∧ S1 ∧ S1, . . .)
with identity bonding maps defines a functor Σ∞ : Spc• → Spt. Defining the suspension opera-
tor Σ on Spt by
Σ(E0,E1, . . .) := (ΣE0,ΣE1, . . .),
the functor Σ∞ commutes with the respective suspension operators.
2. Given a morphism f :E →E′ in Spt, one has the cofiber sequence
E
f−→E′ i−→ C(f ) p−→ΣE
where C(f ) is the sequence of mapping cones
C(fn) :=
([0,1] ×En/0 ×En ∪ [0,1] × ∗)∪1×En E′n.
The map i is the sequence of inclusions E′n → C(fn) and p is the sequence of quotient maps
C(fn)→ S1 ∧En (collapsing i(E′n)).
3. For a spectrum E = (E0,E1, . . .), the stable homotopy group πsa(E) is defined by
πsa(E) := lim−→
n
πn+aEn
where the colimit is taken using the maps sending f : Sn+a →En to
Sn+a+1 = Sn+a ∧ S1 f∧id−−−→En ∧ S1 →En+1.
Note that πsa(E) is defined for all a ∈ Z. A morphism E → E′ is a stable weak equivalence if
the induced map πs(E)→ πs(E′) is an isomorphism for all a.a a
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alences; the suspension operator on Spt descends to one on SH. The functor
Σ∞ : Spc• → Spt
descends to
Σ∞ : H → SH,
commuting with the respective suspension operators, and the suspension operator Σ on SH is an
equivalence. SH is a triangulated category with translation Σ and distinguished triangles given
by the images of cofiber sequences (up to isomorphism).
The construction of the stable homotopy category SH, suitably modified, gives us the motivic
stable homotopy category SH(k). We give here a quick sketch of the construction.
Given E = (E0,E1, . . .) in Spt(k), the bonding maps give rise to the inductive system
· · · → πA12n+a,n+b(En)→ πA
1
2n+2+a,n+1+b(En+1)→ ·· ·
defined by sending f :U+ ∧ S2n+a,n+b →En to the composition
U+ ∧ S2n+2+a,n+1+b =U+ ∧ S2n+a,n+b ∧ S2,1 f∧id−−−→En ∧ S2,1
∼=En ∧ T 	n−→En+1.
Define the motivic stable homotopy sheaf πA1a,b(E) by
πA
1
a,b(E) := lim−→
n
πA
1
2n+a,n+b(En).
Note that πA1a,b(E) is defined for all a, b ∈ Z.
A morphism f : E → E′ in Spt(k) is a stable A1 weak equivalence if f induces an isomor-
phism
f∗ : πA1a,b(E)→ πA
1
a,b(E
′)
for all a, b. SH(k) is formed from Spt(k) by inverting all A1 stable weak equivalences.
Remarks 1.3. 1. We have the infinite T -suspension functor
Σ∞T : Spc•(k)→ Spt(k)
sending A to the sequence (A,A∧ T ,A∧ T ∧ T , . . .). We have as well the operations ΣT , Σs ,
Σgm on Spt(k), defined by
Σ?(E0,E1, . . .) := (Σ?E0,Σ?E1, . . .),
and commuting with Σ∞.T
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Σ∞T : H•(k)→ SH(k)
and ΣT , Σs and Σgm descend to operators on SH(k) and H•(k), with
ΣT ∼=Σs ◦Σgm ∼=Σgm ◦Σs.
3. ΣT is invertible on SH(k), the inverse given by
(E0,E1, . . .) → (pt,E0,E1, . . .).
Thus Σs and Σgm are also invertible on SH(k). For a, b ∈ Z, define the operator Σa,b on SH(k)
by
Σa,b := Σa−bs ◦Σbgm.
4. Given a morphism f :E → F in Spc•(k), we have the cone
Cone(f ) := ([0,1] ×E/0 ×E ∪ [0,1] × ∗)∪1×E F,
and the cofiber sequence
E
f−→ F → Cone(f )→ΣsE
defined just as for spaces. Given a morphism f :E → F in Spt(k), we have the cone
Cone(f )n = Cone(fn :En → Fn)
and the cofiber sequence
E
f−→ F → Cone(f )→ΣsE
which is just the sequence of cofiber sequences
En
fn−→ F → Cone(fn)→ΣsEn.
SH(k) is a triangulated category, with translation functor Σs . The distinguished triangles are
those isomorphic to the image of a cofiber sequence in Spt(k).
Definition 1.4. Let E and F be in SH(k). The E-cohomology groups of F , Ea,b(F ), are
Ea,b(F ) := HomS H(k)
(
F,Σa,bE
)
.
For X ∈ Sm/k, define
Ea,b(X) :Ea,b(Σ∞T X+)= HomS H(k)(Σ∞T X+,Σa,bE).
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Let p : U → B be a vector bundle over a scheme B with 0 section 0B . The Thom space of U
is the space over k
Th(U) :=U/U \ 0B ∈ Spc•(k).
There is a canonical isomorphism
Th(U ⊕ OB)∼= Th(U)∧ T .
We recall the Morel–Voevodsky theory of algebraic cobordism X → MGL∗∗(X), represented
in the Morel–Voevodsky motivic stable homotopy category SH(k) by the algebraic version,
MGL, of the classical Thom spectrum MU. As in classical topology, we have
MGL = (MGL0,MGL1, . . . ,MGLn, . . .)
where MGLn is the Thom space of the universal rank n quotient bundle Un over BGLn:
MGLn := Th(Un → BGLn)
BGLn in turn is just the limit of Grassmann varieties
BGLn := Grass(∞, n) := lim−→
N
Grass(N,n)
where Grass(N,n) is the Grassmannian of rank n quotients of ON , and Un → BGLn is the
representing rank n bundle with universal quotient πN,n : ON →Un. The inductive system · · · →
Grass(N,n)→ Grass(N + 1, n)→ ·· · is defined via the projections
ON+1 → ON
on the first N factors.
We have the closed immersion in : BGLn → BGLn+1 representing the surjection
ON ⊕ O πn⊕id−−−−→Un ⊕ O
on BGLn; the gluing maps 	n : MGLn ∧T → MGLn+1 are just the maps
MGLn ∧T = Th(Un)∧ T = Th(Un ⊕ O) Th(in)−−−→ Th(Un+1)= MGLn+1 .
The resulting bi-graded cohomology theory X → MGL is an oriented theory. There are many
equivalent definitions of this notion; for details we refer the reader to [7–9]. For our purposes, we
can take an oriented theory to be one with a good theory of first Chern classes for line bundles.
In the case of MGL, c1(L) is defined as follows. Take a line bundle L → X, with X smooth
and quasi-projective over k. By Jouanoulou’s trick, and the homotopy invariance of MGL∗,∗, we
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back of OPN (1) for some morphism f : X → PN . Modulo checking independence of various
choices, this reduces us to defining c1(O(1)) ∈ MGL2,1(P∞), where MGL2,1(P∞) is short-hand
for lim←−N MGL
2,1(PN), the limit begin defined by a fixed sequence of linear embeddings
P
1 → P2 → ·· · → PN → ·· · .
For this, note that BGL1 = P∞, U1 → BGL1 is O(1), and hence MGL1 = Th(OP∞(1)). The
bonding maps in MGL give us the sequence of maps
MGL1 ∧T ∧n → MGLn+1 .
This defines the map in Spt(k):
ι :Σ∞T Th
(OP∞(1))→ S2,1 ∧ MGL,
giving us the class [ι] ∈ MGL2,1(Th(OP∞(1))). Composing the 0-section s : P∞ → OP∞(1) with
the canonical quotient map OP∞(1)→ Th(OP∞(1)) defines π : P∞ → Th(OP∞(1)); we set
c1
(O(1)) := π∗([ι]) ∈ MGL2,1(P∞).
An orientation on a bi-graded cohomology gives rise to a good theory of push-forward maps
for projective morphisms (see [8, Theorem 4.1.4] for a detailed statement). For MGL, this says
we have functorial push-forward maps
f∗ : MGLa,b(Y ) → MGLa+2d,b+d(X)
for each projective morphism f : Y → X in Sm/k, where d = codimf := dimk X − dimk Y .
The connection with the first Chern map is that, for L → X a line bundle on X ∈ Sm/k with
zero-section s :X → L, one has
c1(L)= s∗
(
s∗(1X)
)
where 1X ∈ MGL0,0(X) is the unit.
In fact, our extension [2, Theorem 1.10] of Panin’s theorem gives good projective push-
forward maps for MGL-cohomology with supports. We describe the general situation.
Let SP denote the category of smooth pairs, this being the category with objects (M,X),
M ∈ Sm/k, X ⊂ M a closed subset. A morphism f : (M,X) → (N,Y ) is a morphism
f :M → N in Sm/k such that f−1(Y ) ⊂ X. We have as well the category SP′, with the same
objects as SP, but where a morphism f : (N,Y )→ (M,X) is a projective morphism f :N →M
in Sm/k with f (Y ) ⊂X.
For any T -spectrum E, sending (M,X) ∈ SP to the E-cohomology with supports
E
a,b
X (M) := HomS H(k)
(
Σ∞T M/(M \X),Σa,bE
)
defines a functor E∗,∗ from SPop to bi-graded abelian groups. In case E is an oriented ring
T -spectrum, (M,X) →E∗,∗(M) defines a bi-graded oriented ring cohomology theory on SP, inX
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cohomology theory (M,X) → MGL∗,∗X (M) on SP.
Let E be a bi-graded oriented ring cohomology theory on SP. By [2, Theorem 1.10], there are
push-forward maps
f∗ :Ea,bY (N) →Ea+2d,b+dX (M)
for each map f : (N,Y ) → (M,X) in SP′, where d = codimf , such that the maps f∗ define
an integration with supports on E∗,∗, in the sense of [2, Definition 1.6]. Without listing all of
this definition here, this means that f → f∗ is functorial on SP′, satisfies a projection formula
with respect to cup products, and is compatible with pull-back in transverse cartesian squares.
In addition, the maps f∗ are compatible with the boundary maps in the long exact sequence of
triples.
Next, we extend the integration on the oriented theory E∗,∗ to a bi-graded oriented dual-
ity theory (H,E). Let Sch′k be the category of reduced quasi-projective schemes over k, with
morphisms the projective morphisms. For X ∈ Sch′k , choose a closed immersion X → M with
M ∈ Sm/k, and define
Ha,b(X) :=E2dM−a,dM−bX (M)
where dM := dimk M (we assume that M is equi-dimensional over k). In [2, Theorem 3.4], we
show that X → Ha,b(X) extends to a functor Ha,b : Sch′k → Ab, and that the pair (H∗,∗,E∗,∗)
defines a bi-graded oriented duality theory on Schk . We refer the reader to [2, Definition 3.1] for
the precise definition of this notion, noting that this includes comparison isomorphisms
αM,X :H∗,∗(X)→E2dM−∗,dM−∗X (M)
for each closed immersion X →M , M ∈ Sm/k, such that, if we are given a projective morphism
f : Y → X, closed immersions Y → N , X → M , N,M ∈ Sm/k, and an extension of f to a
projective morphism F :N →M , then the diagram
H∗,∗(Y )
αN,Y
f∗
E
2dN−∗,dN−∗
Y (N)
F∗
H∗,∗(X)
αM,X
E
2dM−∗,dM−∗
X (M)
commutes. In addition, H∗,∗ has pull-back maps for open immersions, a boundary map
δX,Y :Ha,b(X \ Y)→Ha−1,b(Y )
for each closed subset Y ⊂X, external products
H∗,∗(X)⊗H∗,∗(Y ) →H∗,∗(X × Y)
and cap products
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(
f−1(X)
)
for each map f : Y → M and smooth pair (M,X) ∈ SP, such that these operations are compat-
ible with the corresponding ones on E-cohomology with supports via the comparison isomor-
phisms α.
Let L → Y be a line bundle on some Y ∈ Schk . Using the fact that there is a line bundle
L → M for some M ∈ Sm/k, and a morphism f : Y → M with L ∼= f ∗L, the cap product with
c1(L) gives a well-defined first Chern class operator
c˜1(L) :Hp,q(Y ) →Hp+2,q+1(Y ),
independent of the choice of smooth envelope Y →M and extension of L to L.
Remark 2.1. One can think of a bi-graded oriented duality theory (H,E) as a generalization
of a Bloch–Ogus twisted duality theory, the difference being that one does not require that
c1(L⊗M) = c1(L)+c1(M). Replacing this is the formal group law FE(u, v) ∈E2∗,∗(k)[[u,v]],
E2∗,∗(k) :=⊕n E2n,n(k). This is the power series characterized by the identity
FE
(
c1(L), c1(M)
)= c1(L⊗M)
for each pair of line bundles L,M on a fixed X ∈ Sm/k. See [8, §3.9] for further details.
We denote the extension of MGL∗,∗ to a bi-graded oriented duality theory by (MGL′∗,∗,
MGL∗,∗).
3. Ω∗ and MGL′2∗,∗
Together with F. Morel [3], we have defined the “geometric” theory of algebraic cobor-
dism Ω∗, on Schk . By [3, Theorem 7.1.3], the theory Ω∗ is the universal oriented Borel–Moore
homology theory on Schk , in the sense of [3, Definition 5.1.3]. In particular, for each n, Ωn is a
functor
Ωn : Sch′k → Ab,
for each l.c.i. morphism g :X′ →X of relative dimension d , there is a pull-back map
g∗ :Ωn(X)→Ωn+d(X′),
functorial in g, there is an associative and commutative external product
× :Ωn(X)⊗Ωn′(X)→Ωn+n′(X ×X′),
and a unit element 1 ∈Ω0(k).
The external product makes Ω∗(k) a commutative, graded ring, and Ω∗(X) a graded Ω∗(k)-
module for each X. In fact, there is a canonical isomorphism L∗ ∼=Ω∗(k), where L∗ := L−∗ is the
Lazard ring with homological grading, giving us the formal group law FΩ(u, v) ∈Ω∗(k)[[u,v]]
(see [3, Theorem 4.3.7]).
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c˜1(L)(α) := s∗
(
s∗(α)
)
.
The locally nilpotent operators c˜1(L) : Ω∗(X) → Ω∗−1(X) commute with one another (for
fixed X) and satisfy the formal group law
FΩ
(
c˜1(L), c˜1(M)
)= c˜1(L⊗M).
For X ∈ Schk and n 0 an integer, let Mn(X) be the free abelian group on the set of isomor-
phism classes of projective maps f : Y →X, with Y ∈ Sm/k, and Y irreducible of dimension n
over k. Sending X to Mn(X) becomes a functor
Mn : Sch′k → Ab
where, for g : X → X′ a projective morphism and f : Y → X in Mn(X), we define
g∗(f :Y → X) := g ◦ f : Y → X′. Additionally, for g : X′ → X a smooth, quasi-projective
morphism of relative dimension d , we define
g∗ : Mn(X)→ Mn+d(X′)
by g∗(f : Y →X) := p2 : Y ×X X′ →X′. Finally, we have an external product
× : Mn(X)⊗ Mn′(X′)→ Mn+n′(X ×X′)
by sending (f : Y → X)⊗ (f ′ : Y ′ → X′) to f × f ′ : Y × Y ′ → X × X′ (strictly speaking, we
take the sum of the restrictions of f × f ′ to the irreducible components of Y × Y ′).
The construction of Ω∗ gives a natural surjection
ρX : Mn(X)→Ωn(X)
compatible with push-forward g∗ for projective g, pull-back g∗ for smooth, quasi-projective g
and the external product ×.
Now let (H,E) be an oriented duality theory. For each Y ∈ Sm/k, we have the unit 1Y ∈
E0,0(Y ). If Y has dimension n over k, the comparison isomorphism
αY,Y :H2n,n(Y ) →E0,0(Y )
gives us the fundamental class [Y ]H ∈H2n,n(Y )
[Y ]H := α−1Y,Y (1Y ).
For X ∈ Schk , we may map Mn(X) to H2n,n(X) by sending f : Y → X to f∗([Y ]H ); by [2,
Proposition 4.2], this descends to a homomorphism
ϑH (X) :Ω∗(X)→H2∗,∗(X),
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with external products and first Chern class operators. By [2, Lemma 4.3], the natural transfor-
mation ϑH , restricted to Sm/k, defines a natural transformation of oriented cohomology theories
(in the sense of [3, Definition 1.1.2])
ϑE :Ω∗ →E2∗,∗; ϑE(X) := αX,X ◦ ϑH (X).
Here Ω∗(Y ) :=Ωn−∗(Y ) where n= dimk Y .
We can now state our main result.
Theorem 3.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Then
ϑMGL′(X) :Ω∗(X)→ MGL′2∗,∗(X)
is an isomorphism for all X ∈ Schk .
The proof with occupy the next three sections.
4. MGL∗,∗ for fields
Let X be a smooth irreducible scheme over k, F = k(X). By [3, Theorem 4.3.7], Ω∗(F ) =
L
∗ = L−∗. Thus, the natural transformation ϑMGL :Ω∗ → MGL2∗,∗ gives a ring homomorphism
ϕ : L∗ → MGL2∗,∗(F ).
Next, we want to define a group homomorphism
ψX : Γ
(
X,O∗X
)→ MGL1,1(X).
For this, let G be a sheaf of groups on Sm/k and consider the simplicial sheaf BG. The canonical
map
G→ΩsBG
induces the natural transformation of sheaves of groups
G(X)→ HomH•(k)(X+,ΩsBG)∼= HomH•(k)(ΣsX+,BG)
where the group law on the right-hand side is the one induced by the homotopy co-group struc-
ture on S1. Thus, to give the desired natural transformation of abelian groups ψX , it suffices to
construct a map
ψ : BGm → MGL1
in H•(k).
But, by the comments preceding [5, Proposition 4.3.8], BGm ∼= P∞ in H•(k). As MGL1 =
Th(OP∞(1)), the composition
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(OP∞(1))
does the trick.
Remark 4.1. The careful reader will note that the map ψ does not send the base-point of
BGm = P∞ to the base-point of MGL1. We correct this by extending ψ to ψ˜ : P∞ ∪(1:0:...) A1 →
MGL1, by identifying A1 with the fiber of O(1) over (1 : 0 : . . .). Using the base-point 1 ∈ A1
for P∞ ∪(1:0:...) A1 makes ψ˜ a pointed map, and the collapse map
(
P
∞ ∪(1:0:...) A1,1
)→ (P∞, (1 : 0 : . . .))
is an isomorphism in H•(k).
Let HZ ∈ SH(k) be the T -spectrum classifying motivic cohomology (see e.g. [6,9,10]). We
have the canonical map
ρHZ : MGL → HZ
classifying HZ as an oriented cohomology theory (see [9, Theorem 1.0.1]).
Lemma 4.2. For X ∈ Sm/k, the composition
ρHZ(X) ◦ψX : Γ
(
X,O∗X
)→H 1,1(X)
is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
Proof. By [8, Theorem 3.2.4(1)], the map ψ : BGm → MGL1 composed with the canonical map
ι1 :Σ∞T MGL1 → S2,1 ∧ MGL
induces the first Chern class map for the oriented theory MGL via the natural transformation
Pic(X,A)∼= HomH•(k)(X/A,BGm) ψ∗−→ HomH(k)(X/A,MGL1)
ι∗−→ HomS H(k)
(
Σ∞T (X/A),S2,1 ∧ MGL
)
.
As ρHZ induces a map of oriented theories, ρHZ is compatible with the respective Chern classes.
Thus, we see that the composition
Pic(X,A)∼= HomH•(k)(X/A,BGm) ψ∗−→ HomH•(k)(X/A,MGL1)
ι∗−→ HomS H(k)
(
Σ∞T (X/A),S2,1 ∧ MGL
) ρHZ−−−→ HomS H(k)(Σ∞T (X/A),S2,1 ∧ HZ)
induces the first Chern class map for motivic cohomology. Since
cHZ1 : Γ
(
X,O∗X
)= Pic(X × A1,X × {0,1})→H 2,1(X × A1/X × {0,1})= H 1,1(X)
is an isomorphism, the result follows. 
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ψX : Γ
(
X,O∗X
)⊗ L∗ → MGL2∗+1,∗+1(X).
Lemma 4.3. Let X ∈ Sm/k be irreducible. For F = k(X), the map
ϕF : L∗ → MGL2∗,∗(F )
is an isomorphism, and the map
ψF : F× ⊗ L∗ → MGL2∗+1,∗+1(F )
is surjective.
Proof. We use the Hopkins–Morel spectral sequence for SpecF
E
p,q
2 (n)=Hp−q,n−q(F )⊗ Lq ⇒ MGLp+q,n(F ). (4.1)
Since Ha,b(F ) = 0 if a > b or b < 0, H 0,0(F ) = Z, H 1,1(F ) = F×, and Lq = 0 if q > 0, this
gives us
E
p,q
2 (n)=
⎧⎨
⎩
0 if p > n,
L
n if p = q = n,
F× ⊗Ln−1 if p = n, q = n− 1.
Thus, elements of En,n2 (n) and E
n,n−1
2 (n) are permanent cycles, giving us surjections
E
n,n
2 (n)→En,n∞ (n); En,n−12 (n)→En,n−1∞ (n).
In addition, if p + q = 2n or p + q = 2n− 1, the only non-zero Ep,q2 terms are En,n2 or En,n−12 ,
so we have
MGL2n,n(F ) =En,n∞ (n); MGL2n−1,n(F ) =En,n−1∞ .
It follows directly from the construction of the spectral sequence that the composition
L
n =En,n2 (n)→En,n∞ (n)→ MGL2n,n(F )
is ϕF . Similarly, the composition
F× ⊗ Ln−1 =En,n−12 (n)→En,n−1∞ (n)→ MGL2n−1,n(F )
is ψF . This proves that ϕF and ψF are surjective.
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embedding, we have the oriented cohomology theory MU∗,∗σ on Sm/k
MUa,bσ (Y ) := MUa
(
Y(C)
)
.
By [9], this induces a natural transformation
MGLa,b(Y ) → MUa(Y(C))
of oriented cohomology theories. Note that
MUa,bσ (F )= lim−→
U
MUa
(
U(C)
)
as U runs over non-empty Zariski open subsets of X.
The composition
L
∗ → MGL2∗,∗(k) → MU2∗,∗σ (k)= MU2∗(pt)
is the ring homomorphism classifying the formal group law of MU∗. As this is the universal
formal group law, this composition is an isomorphism. Now let U ⊂ X be a non-empty open
subset. Since U has a C-point, the pull-back map
MU∗(pt)→ MU∗(U(C))
is injective, and thus
MU∗,∗σ (pt)→ MU∗,∗σ (F )
is injective as well. This shows that ϕF is injective, completing the proof. 
5. Chern classes, divisors and the boundary map
Let U be an open subscheme of some X ∈ Sm/k with closed complement i : D → X, and
inclusion j :U →X. Given u ∈ Γ (U,O∗), we have the element
ψ(u) ∈ MGL1,1(U).
Taking the boundary in the long exact localization sequence
· · · → MGL1,1(X) j∗−→ MGL1,1(U) ∂X,D−−−→ MGL2,1D (X) i∗−→ MGL2,1(X)→ ·· ·
gives us the element
∂X,D
(
ψ(u)
) ∈ MGL2,1D (X).
Our goal in this section is to give a formula for ∂(ψ(u)).
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PiceffD (X), and the relative first Chern class
cD1 (L) ∈ MGL2,1D (X).
The set PiceffD (X) is the set of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, s), with L → X a line bundle,
and s : X → L a section that is nowhere vanishing on X \ D; an isomorphism of such pairs
ϕ : (L, s) → (L′, s′) is an isomorphism of line bundles ϕ : L → L′ with s′ = ϕ ◦ s. We make
PiceffD (X) a monoid using tensor product:
(L, s) · (L′, s′) := (L⊗L′, s ⊗ s′);
the unit is (OX,1). In fact, the same formula defines a commutative product
· : PiceffD1(X)× PiceffD2(X)→ PiceffD1∪D2(X).
Remark 5.1. This notion is taken from Fulton [1], who calls a pair (L, s) a pseudo-divisor.
Let Piceff(X) ⊂ Pic(X) be the monoid of isomorphism classes of line bundles L on X that
admit a non-zero section. We have the evident forgetful maps
PiceffD (X)→ Piceff(X)→ Pic(X).
We now describe how to lift the Chern class map
c1 : Pic(X)→ MGL2,1(X)
to a Chern class map with supports
cD1 : PiceffD (X)→ MGL2,1D (X).
Given (L, s) ∈ PiceffD (X), we first suppose that L is generated by global sections on X. Extend
s to a finite set of generating sections
s = s0, s1, . . . , sN ,
giving us the map
f :X → PN.
Define
h :U × A1 → PN
by
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since s0 is nowhere zero on U , h is well-defined. Also
h(u,1) = f (u); h(u,0)= (1 : 0 : . . . : 0),
and thus f ∪ h gives a well-defined map of pointed spaces over k:
f ∪ h :X ∪U×1 U × A1/U × 0 →
(
P
N, (1 : 0 : . . . : 0)).
Composing f ∪ h with
P
N → P∞ = BGL1 ψ−→ Th
(O(1))= MGL1
and noting that the collapse map
X ∪U×1 U × A1/U × 0 →X/U
is an isomorphism in H•(k) gives us
cD1 (L) ∈ MGL2,1(X/U)= MGL2,1D (X).
It is easy to check that the map f ∪ h is independent (as a map in H•(k)) of the choices made.
Thus, we have a well-defined element cD1 (L) ∈ MGL2,1D (X), assuming that L is generated by
global sections.
In general, we use Jouanoulou’s trick. Take an affine space bundle p : Y → X with Y affine,
and replace (X,D,L) with (Y,p−1(D),p∗(L)). As Y is affine, p∗(L) is generated by global
sections, so we can apply the construction of the preceding paragraph, noting that
p∗ : MGL∗,∗D (X)→ MGL∗,∗p−1(D)(Y )
is an isomorphism. Since the collection of such affine space bundles forms a directed system, it
is easy to check that the resulting class
cD1 (L) :=
(
p∗
)−1(
c
p−1(D)
1
(
p∗(L)
))
is independent of the choice of p : Y →X, completing the construction.
Let SP1 be the full subcategory of the category SP of smooth pairs consisting of (X,D) with
D ⊂ X a pure codimension one closed subset. Clearly, (X,D) → PiceffD (X) defines a functor
from SP1 to the category of monoids, and
cD1 : PiceffD (X)→ MGL2,1D (X)
is a natural transformation. Similarly, it is easy to see that the diagram
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cD1
Pic(X)
c1
MGL2,1D (X) MGL2,1(X)
(5.1)
commutes.
Example 5.2. Take X = A1 = Speck[x], D = 0, (L, s) = (OA1 , x). Note that A1/A1 \ 0 ∼=
(P1, (1 : 0)) in H•(k), so
MGL2,10
(
A
1)∼= MGL2,1(P1, (1 : 0))∼= MGL0,0(k)= Z.
Then c01(OA1, x) = ±1. One can verify this by a direct computation. Alternatively, we can use
the naturality of c01, replacing (A
1,0, (OA1, x)) with (P1, (1 : 0), (O(1),X1)); by excision, the
restriction map
MGL2,1(1:0)
(
P
1)→ MGL2,10 (A1)
is an isomorphism. Using the commutativity of the diagram (5.1), we see that c(1:0)1 (O(1),X1)
maps to c1(O(1)) ∈ MGL2,1(P1). By the projective bundle formula,
MGL2,1
(
P
1)= c1(O(1)) · MGL0,0(k)⊕ MGL2,1(k)= c1(O(1)) · MGL0,0(k),
so c1(O(1)) is a generator of MGL2,1(P1)= Z, as desired. If we normalize the isomorphism
MGL2,10
(
A
1)∼= MGL2,1(P1)∼= Z
by using c1(O(1)) as the distinguished generator, then c01(OA1 , x)= +1.
We now show that the Chern class with supports computes the boundary map in our localiza-
tion sequence.
Lemma 5.3. Let f : X → A1 be a dominant morphism, with X ∈ Sm/k irreducible, let D =
f−1(0) and U =X \D. Let u ∈ Γ (U,O∗) be the restriction of f . Then
∂X,D
(
ψ(u)
)= cD1 (OX,f ) ∈ MGL2,1D (X).
Proof. Both sides of the equations are natural in (X,f ), so it suffices to handle the universal
case X = A1, f = id. Writing A1 = Speck[x], u is just the canonical unit x on U = A1 \ {0}.
The boundary map
∂ : MGL1,1(U)→ MGL2,10
(
A
1)
is induced by the map δ in the Puppe sequence
U → A1 → A1 ∪U×1 U × A1/U × 0 δ−→
(
A
1/{0,1})∧U+.
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ψ¯(u) ∈ MGL1,1(U,1) = MGL1,1(Gm),
we can use the pointed version of the Puppe sequence
Gm →
(
A
1,1
)→ A1 ∪U×1 U × A1/(U × 0 ∪ 1 × A1) δ¯−→ (A1/{0,1})∧ Gm.
Then δ¯ is an isomorphism in H•(k), and both terms are isomorphic to (P1, (1 : 0)). The map
Σ∞T
(
A
1/{0,1})∧ Gm → S2,1 ∧ MGL
representing ψ(u) is by definition the map induced by the canonical inclusion
P
1 → P∞
followed by the map P∞ → MGL1 induced by the zero-section P∞ → O(1), and pre-composed
with the canonical isomorphism
(
A
1/{0,1})∧ Gm ∼= (P1, (1 : 0))
in H•(k). But we have already seen that this gives us c1(O(1)) ∈ MGL2,1(P1), which is the same
as c01 ∈ MGL2,10 (A1). 
Suppose the D ⊂ X is the support of a strict normal crossing divisor, that is, if D has irre-
ducible components D1, . . . ,Dm, then for each I ⊂ {1, . . . ,m}, the intersection
DI :=
⋂
i∈I
Di
is smooth and has codimension |I | on X; we call the DI the strata of D. For (L, s) ∈ PiceffD (X),
let div(s) =∑i niDi denote the usual divisor, that is, ni is the order of vanishing of s along Di .
We have defined in [3, Definition 3.1.5] the cobordism divisor class
divΩ(s) ∈ΩdimX−1(D).
with the following properties:
(1) Let i :D →X be the inclusion. Then
i∗
(
divΩ(s)
)= c1(L) := c˜1(L)(1X) ∈ΩdimX−1(X).
(2) Write D =D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dr , with each Di a smooth codimension one closed subscheme of X,
such that div(s) can be written as div(s)=∑ri=1 niDi . Let ξi = c˜1(OX(Di)). Then for each
non-empty I ⊂ {1, . . . , r} there are universal power series
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such that
divΩ(s) =
∑
I
ιI∗
[
GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )
([DI ])],
where DI =⋂i∈I Di , ιI :DI →D is the inclusion, and [DI ] ∈Ω∗(DI ) is the class of idDI .
Remark 5.4. Let X,D, s,L be as above. In [3], we used the notation [div(s) →D] ∈Ω∗(D) for
divΩ(s).
Lemma 5.5. Let (X,D) be in SP, such that D is a reduced strict normal crossing divisor on
X. Let f : X′ → X be a morphism in Sm/k. Suppose that f is transverse to the inclusion
DI → X for each stratum DI of D. Let (H,E) be a bi-graded oriented duality theory on Schk ,
ϑH :Ω∗ →H2∗,∗ the natural transformation given by [2, Proposition 4.2]. Letting D′ = f−1(D),
we have the maps
αX,D ◦ ϑH (D) :ΩdX−1(D)→E2,1D (X),
αX′,D′ ◦ ϑH (D′) :ΩdX′−1(D′)→E2,1D′ (X′),
f ∗ :E2,1D (X)→E2,1D′ (X′).
Then for (L, s) ∈ PiceffD (X), we have (f ∗(L),f ∗(s)) ∈ PiceffD′(X′) and
f ∗
(
αX,D ◦ ϑH (D)
(
divΩ(s)
))= αX′,D′ ◦ ϑH (D′)(divΩ(f ∗(s))).
Proof. Write D = D1 ∪ · · · ∪ Dr with each Di a smooth codimension one closed subscheme
of X, such that div(s) can be written as div(s) =∑ri=1 niDi . Let D′i = f−1(Di). Then D′ is
a reduced strict normal crossing divisor on X′, D′ = D′1 ∪ · · · ∪ D′r , each D′i is a smooth codi-
mension one closed subscheme of X′ (or is empty), and div(f ∗(s)) =∑i niD′i . Thus, letting
ξi = c˜1(OX(Di)), ξ ′i = c˜1(OX′(D′i )), s′ = f ∗(s)), we have
divΩ(s) =
∑
I
ιI∗
[
GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )
([DI ])], (5.2)
divΩ(s′)=
∑
I
ιI∗
[
GI (ξ
′
1, . . . , ξ
′
r )
([
D′I
])]
. (5.3)
The maps αX,D ◦ ϑH (D) are natural with respect to projective push-forward and commute with
the respect first Chern class operators, hence
αX,D ◦ ϑH (D)
(
ιI∗
[
GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )
([DI ])])= ιI∗[GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )(αX,DI ◦ ϑH (DI )([DI ]))]
and similarly for X′,D′, s′. Furthermore, since DI and D′I are smooth, we have
ιI∗
[
GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )
(
αX,D ◦ ϑH (DI )
([DI ]))]= ιI∗[GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )(ϑE(DI )(1Ω ))]I DI
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of oriented cohomology theories on Sm/k, we have ϑE(DI )(1ΩDI ) = 1EDI , and similarly for D′I .
Putting these identities together gives
αX,D ◦ ϑH (D)
(
ιI∗
[
GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )
([DI ])])= ιI∗[GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )(1DI )], (5.4)
αX′,D′ ◦ ϑH (D′)
(
ιI∗
[
GI
(
ξ ′1, . . . , ξ ′r
)([
D′I
])])= ιI∗[GI (ξ ′1, . . . , ξ ′r)(1D′I )]. (5.5)
Let fI :D′I →DI be the restriction of f . Since the diagram
D′I
ι′I
fI
DI
ιI
X′
f
X
is transverse, the diagram
Ea,b(D′I )
ι′I∗
Ea,b(DI )
f ∗I
ιI∗
E
2|I |+a,|I |+b
D′ (X
′) E2|I |+a,|I |+bD (X)f ∗
commutes (see [2, Lemma 1.7]). Similarly, f ∗I commutes with the respective first Chern class
operators, so
f ∗I ◦GI (ξ1, . . . , ξr )=GI (ξ ′1, . . . , ξ ′r ) ◦ f ∗I .
Finally, f ∗I :E∗,∗(DI )→E∗,∗(D′I ) is a ring homomorphism, so
f ∗I (1DI )= 1D′I .
Together with the identities (5.2)–(5.5), this completes the proof. 
Lemma 5.6. Take X ∈ Sm/k, D a strict normal crossing divisor on X and (L, s) ∈ PiceffD (X).
Then
cD1 (L, s) = αX,D(ϑMGL′(D)
(
divΩ(s)
)
,
where αX,D : MGL2 dimX−2,dimX−1(D)→ MGL2,1(X) is the comparison isomorphism.D
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transverse to all the strata of D. Thus, we may use Jouanoulou’s trick to reduce to the case in
which X is affine. Write D as a union of irreducible components
D =D1 ∪ · · · ∪Dm
and write div(s)=∑i niDi , ni  0. Letting Li = OX(Di), we therefore have
L∼= L⊗n11 ⊗ · · · ⊗L⊗nmm .
In addition, there are sections s(i) of Li , and a unit u on X such that the divisor of si (as a cycle
on X) is Di and with
s = u · (s(1)1 )n1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (s(m))nm.
As (L, s) ∼= (L,u−1s) and divΩ(s) = divΩ(u−1s), we may assume u = 1. As X is affine, each
Li is generated by global sections, and we can find a set of generating sections of Li of the form
s(i) = s(i)0 , . . . , s(i)N .
Thus, we have a morphism
g :X →
m∏
i=1
P
N
such that g∗(p∗i (O(1))) ∼= Li and with g∗(X(i)0 ) = s(i). Here pi :
∏m
i=1 PN → PN is the projec-
tion on the ith factor, X0, . . . ,XN are the standard coordinates on PN , and X(i)j := p∗i (Xj ).
Let Hi ⊂ ∏mi=1 PN denote the subscheme defined by X(i)0 = 0, and H = H1 ∪ · · · ∪ Hm.
Since g is transverse to all the strata of H , we may use Lemma 5.5 to reduce us to the case
X =∏mi=1 PN , D = H , s =∏mi=1(X(i)0 )ni and L =⊗mi=1 p∗i (O(1))⊗ni . In this case, the natural
map
MGL2∗,∗H
(
m∏
i=1
P
N
)
→ MGL2∗,∗
(
m∏
i=1
P
N
)
is injective (see [3, Lemma 5.2.11]), so it suffices to see that
cMGL1
(
m⊗
i=1
p∗i
(O(1))⊗ni
)
= ϑMGL(iH∗(divΩ(s))) ∈ MGL2,1
(
m∏
i=1
P
N
)
.
But by [3, Proposition 3.1.9]
cΩ1
(
m⊗
i=1
p∗i
(O(1))⊗ni
)
= iH∗
(
divΩ(s)
) ∈Ω1
(
m∏
i=1
P
N
)
.
Since ϑMGL is compatible with the respective Chern class maps, this completes the proof. 
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D∞ = f−1(∞), D =D0 D∞, U =X \D, u= f|U ∈ Γ (U,O∗). Write ∂X,D(u) ∈ MGL2,1D (X)
as a sum
∂X,D(u) := ∂0X,D(u)− ∂∞X,D(u); ∂0X,D(u) ∈ MGL2,1D0 (X), ∂∞X,D(u) ∈ MGL2,1D∞(X),
according to the canonical direct sum decomposition
MGL2,1D (X)= MGL2,1D0 (X)⊕ MGL2,1D∞(X).
Let f0 = f ∗(X1) ∈ Γ (X,f ∗O(1)) and f∞ = f ∗(X0) ∈ Γ (X,f ∗O(1)). Suppose that D is a
strict normal crossing divisor. Then
∂0X,D
(
ψ(u)
)= αX,D0(ϑMGL′(D0)(divΩ(f0)),
∂∞X,D
(
ψ(u)
)= αX,D∞(ϑMGL′(D∞)(divΩ(f∞)).
Proof. We first verify the formula for ∂0X,D(ψ(u)). By excision, we can replace X with X \D∞,
so we may assume that f is a regular function on X, f : X → A1. The formula for ∂0X,D(ψ(u))
then follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6.
The formula for ∂∞X,D(ψ(u)) follows from the formula for ∂0X,D(ψ(u)). Indeed, ψ and
∂X\D0,D∞ are group homomorphisms, so
∂∞X,D
(
ψ(u)
)= −∂X\D0,D∞(ψ(u))= ∂X\D0,D∞(ψ(u−1)).
However, if we replace u with u−1, this switches the roles of D0 and D∞, and of f0 and f∞.
Thus the case we have already handled shows that
∂X\D0,D∞
(
ψ
(
u−1
))= αX,D∞(ϑMGL′(D∞)(divΩ(f∞)),
which completes the proof. 
6. Proof of the main theorem
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. We proceed by induction on the maximal dimension
of an irreducible component of X; the case of dimension 0 has been verified in Lemma 4.3. So,
write X as a union of closed subsets
X =X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xr ∪X′
with X1, . . . ,Xr irreducible of dimension d and X′ of dimension < d . Let X(d) = x1  · · ·  xr
be the dimension d generic points of X. Set
Ω(1)∗ (X) := lim−→
W
Ω∗(W)
as W ⊂X runs over the closed subsets containing no xi and set
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W
MGL′2∗,∗(W)
over the same system of W . Taking the limit of the respective localization sequences gives us the
commutative diagram with exact columns:
⊕
i MGL′2∗+1,∗(k(xi))
∂
Ω
(1)∗ (X)
ϑ(1)(X)
i∗
MGL(1)2∗,∗(X)
i∗
Ω∗(X)
ϑ(X)
j∗
MGL′2∗,∗(X)
j∗⊕
i Ω∗(k(xi))⊕
i ϑ(xi )
⊕
i MGL′2∗,∗(k(xi))
0 0
We have already seen (Lemma 4.3) that the maps ϑ(xi) are isomorphisms; the map ϑ(1)(X)
is an isomorphism by our induction hypothesis. This already implies that ϑ(X) is surjective.
To show that ϑ(X) is injective, let Z[k(xi)×] be the free abelian group on k(xi)×. By
Lemma 4.3, we have a surjection
ψi : Z
[
k(xi)
×]⊗ L∗ → MGL′2∗+2d−1,∗+d−1(k(xi)).
Thus, it suffices to define for each i a map
divΩi : Z
[
k(xi)
×]⊗ L∗ →Ω(1)∗+d−1(X)
making the diagram
Z[k(xi)×] ⊗ L∗
α−1
k(xi )
◦ψi
divΩi
MGL′2∗+2d−1,∗+d−1(k(xi))
∂i
Ω
(1)
∗+d−1(X)
ϑ(1)(X)
MGL(1)2∗+2d−2,∗+d−1(X)
(6.1)
commute, and with
i∗ ◦ divΩ = 0.i
3316 M. Levine / Journal of Algebra 322 (2009) 3291–3317Since, for a ∈ k(xi)×, α ∈ MGL′2d−2,d−1(k(xi))= MGL1,1(k(xi)), b ∈ L∗, we have
ψi(a ⊗ b)=ψi(a)∪ b; ∂i(α ∪ b)= ∂(α)∪ b,
it suffices to define divΩi on k(xi)× so that the diagram commutes and with i∗ ◦ divΩi = 0 on
k(xi); we then simply extend by linearity and by using the L∗-module structure.
Take u ∈ k(xi)×. Fix a blow-up π : X˜i →X of Xi so that
(1) X˜i is smooth.
(2) u defines a morphism f : X˜i → P1.
(3) D0 := f−1(0) and D∞ := f−1(∞) are strict normal crossing divisors.
We use the notation of Proposition 5.7. Let f0 = f ∗(X1), f∞ = f ∗(X0) and define
divΩi (u) := π∗
(
divΩ(f0)− divΩ(f∞)
) ∈Ω(1)d−1(X).
Since divΩi is defined on Z[k(xi)×], we need not check that divΩi (u) is independent of the choice
of X˜i .
We first show that
i∗ ◦ divΩi (u)= 0.
Indeed, let D =D0 ∪D∞ and let ι˜ :D → X˜i be the inclusion. Then by [3, Proposition 3.1.9]
i˜∗
(
divΩ(f0)
)= c1(f ∗(O(1))= i˜∗(divΩ(f∞)),
so i˜∗(divΩ(f0)− divΩ(f∞))= 0. Since
π∗ ◦ i˜∗ = i∗ ◦ π∗
it follows that i∗ ◦ divΩi (u)= 0, as desired.
Finally, we check that the diagram (6.1) commutes. The boundary map in the localization
sequence for MGL′∗,∗ is compatible with the boundary map in the Gysin sequence for MGL∗,∗-
theory with supports, i.e.,
∂MGL
X˜i ,D
◦ α
X˜i\D = αX˜i ,D ◦ ∂MGL
′
X˜i ,D
.
Thus, Proposition 5.7 gives us
∂MGL
′
X˜i ,D
(
α−1U
(
ψ(u)
))= ϑ(D)(divΩ(f0)− divΩ(f∞)). (6.2)
The boundary map in the localization sequence for MGL′∗,∗ is natural with respect to projec-
tive push-forward (this follows from [2, Lemma 2.6]), i.e.,
∂i ◦ π∗ = π∗ ◦ ∂ ˜ .Xi,D
M. Levine / Journal of Algebra 322 (2009) 3291–3317 3317Thus, applying π∗ to (6.2) yields
∂i
(
α−1U
(
ψ(u)
))= π∗(∂MGL′
X˜i ,D
(
α−1U
(
ψ(u)
))
= π∗
(
ϑ(D)
(
divΩ(f0)− divΩ(f∞)
))
= ϑ(1)(X)(π∗(divΩ(f0)− divΩ(f∞)))
= ϑ(1)(X)(divΩi (u)),
as desired. This verifies the commutativity of the diagram (6.1) and completes the proof of The-
orem 3.1.
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